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Continuous Line Designs 
Continuous line designs are established by stitching one continuous line across the canvas.  Each 
subsequent line of stitching follows the same pattern.  Note the placement of the different values in each 
of the patterns.  Any of the line designs can be stitched by varying the number of colors used and the way 
the values change from light to dark or dark to light or some combination of these. 

Shown on cover in four values of gray. Shown on cover in two values of blue and 
three values of yellow. 
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Broken with lead line Designs 
A broken with lead line design contains one continuous line that moves from one side of the canvas to the 
other.  The other stitches in the pattern are broken and separated from the next stitch by other colors. 
The light gray stitches in the left pattern and the red stitches in the right pattern are the lead lines.  Begin 
stitching these designs by stitching the lead line first. 

Shown on cover in two values of teal and one             Shown on cover in four values of coral and 
value of yellow with dark teal lead line.              one value of gray with gray lead line. 
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Stitch all patterns on Congress cloth using 4 strands of embroidery cotton or stranded silk, a laying tool, 
and a #24 Tapestry needle.  Compensation stitches are shown at the top and bottom of each chart. 

Each design is 23 stitches wide and over 44 canvas threads from top to bottom.  This fits the 1” by 2” 
pendant frame nicely. 

Finishing instructions: 

1. Make a color copy of the stitched design printed on card stock to use for the back.  Alternatively,
you could use any decorative paper on the back.

2. Cut the Congress cloth around the stitched design leaving approximately 3/8” to ½” of
unstitched Congress cloth border around the design.

3. Cut the corners of the canvas diagonally leaving a couple of canvas threads at each corner.
4. Finger press each of the four edges, turning the unstitched canvas to the back.
5. Cut the card stock along the edges of the copied design.
6. Place a strip of double sided tape onto the exposed Congress cloth and attach the card stock to

the stitchery.
7. Open the pendant frame by carefully bending the metal latch and pulling one long edge out to

the side.  Remove the protective glass and do not use it.
8. Insert the stitchery with backing into the frame, making sure the card stock is inside the frame.
9. Close the frame.
10. Wear on a chain and enjoy.

Frame Information: 

Warning:  The frames are inexpensive and if you repeat opening and closing the frame many times, the 
metal closure will break at the bend.  

The frames were purchased from www.consumercrafts.com.  To locate these at the website, do a search 
for “frame charms.”   This frame is called Frame Charm-Rectangle-Silver-1 x 2 inch and the Product ID is 
SSR-042.  These 'microscope slide' frame charms measure 1 in x 2 in each and include protective glass in 
the center to house your photos, vintage papers, stamps, pressed flowers and more. Set of 3. 


